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CHAPTER 1

ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

Although neutron, aotivation analysis was proposed by von Heveay
and Levi in 1936 Collowed in 1938 by charged particle aotivation
analysis applied by Seaborg and coworkers, the method was conaidered
sa r..ther a ouriosity until the mid.Cortiea. With the development oC
nuclear reactors. making available neutron HU:Eea oC the order oC 10"
neutrona cm-Is-1, the posaibilitiea oC neutron activation analysis as a
highly oenaitive technique were rapidly recognized. This development
was particularly welcome as hlgh purity materials were attraoting more
and more attention as semioonductors. Although little agreement is
Cound in the literature s.bout senaitivitiea, no doubt can eDst that
Cor the moment Cew if any analytical techniquea oll'er as high a oenai·
tivity as activation analysis. The majority oC the elements oC the
periodio system can be determined in the part per million (ppm)
or even part per biYion (pp1» range by thermal neutron aotivation at a
tlux oC approDmately 10" neutrona om-Is-I. Obviously higher neutron
tlul[es oan theoretioally be applied if necesaary, as nuoloa.r rellotors
with HUl[CS up to 10" neutrons cm-'8-1 are available, thus inoreaaing
the oensitivity by several ardors oC magnitude. It should however be
kept in mind that the use oC such high HU:ECS is quite lim,ited, not
only becau,*, oC the very high cost oC puch irradiations, but also because
oC all the problems arising from the applied high neutron and gamma
ray doses.

:0011401 the hlgb HlIIitivity or thermal neutron aotivation anaJyail,
th!s teohnique oll'ers a number oCother advantagcs such as the slmplloity
or the. nuclear re&ction, trsnal'arenoy oC most materials to thermal
neutrona and the isotropy oC the neutron HU:E. In principle this me&na
that in most caaes only neutron capture rellctiona have to be con.
sidered and that conaequently there is no ehange in the chemical
nature oC the irradiated elemente. As neutrona have no eIoctrical
charge, their absorption in matter is relatively small and probleMS in
this connection can be ignored or can eaaily be corrected. When
irradiating in the core oC a nuelellr re&ctor the HUl[ density can be
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considered as essentially isotropio so that lIux gradient problems are
also quite simple.

Unfortunately thermal neutron aotivation oannot solve a number of
important traoe analysis problems, as for instanoe tho.e of the light
elements, e.g. carbon, riltrogen and oxygen, whiob are also highly
important in a number of scientifio and tachnological fields. These
problems can sometimes be solved by applying another type of actio
vating partiole, for instance photollli or charged partioles sucb as
protons, deuterons, helions 3 or 4, eto. The former activation mode
haa a number of similarities with thermal neutrons. On prinoiple the
induced reaction ia again quite simple and is often the inverse, namely
a (y, n) reaction. Moreover the absorption of ~tons In aamples
ia also quite. small so that this type of problem is also not a major one.
New parametera are howover. considerably more difficult to take into
aocount than in the case of thermal reaotor irradiation. The pbotons
are usually produced from high energy elootrons in a linear electron
accelerator (LINi\C). Thus the photons obtained by the interaotion
with a conversion target give a quite complex Bremsstrahlung spec.
trum which is continuous and has a non.isotropio intensity and
energy distn'bution. High sensitivities can be aohieved for the above
mentioned elements as well as for many others. Extromely Intense
photon flu",.. can be produced from a modem LINAC, thus compen.
sating tor the relatively lew or... ...tIOlla.

If neutrons and photons oasentially anal)"'e the whole mass of the
sample, this is not true for charged partiole analysis, as these have a
very short ran~.One would thus classify this type ofaotivation analysis
as being restricted to the sample surface or to a thin layer. New para.
meten have also to be taken into account as for instance partiole
energy and type of Induced reaotion. Target heating can obviously
also be a major obstaole. However, excellent sensitivities can be ex.
peoted and have indeed already been achieved in praotice.

AU the above required activation BOUrcea are obviously very expen.
aive and can only be operated in relatively large specialized Institutes or
industries. The development of smaller, easily operated neutron sources
would olearly be extremely useful in establiahlng activation analysis
as a more widespread analytical tool. Two main approaohes can be
considered, namely Isotopio sourcea and small accelerators. The first
approach can only be applied for the determinstion of major or minor
constituents, as high intensity isotopio neutron sources would be too
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expensive. Indeed, as a general rule a one curie source yields a neutron
lIux at the sample of oilly 10' neutrons cm-Is- ' . In the future,
californium sources will perhaps aohieve n. wider use, as they yield
approximl'tely 10' fission neutrons mg-ls-l. For the time being, the
second approaoh is by far the lI'.ost promising and aotually applied
solution. By aocelerating deuterons to Iloppro:rlmately 150 kV and bom.
barding a t.."itium target, the (d, T)·reaction can yield 10" neutrons
mA-'s-l thus allowing many I'otivations with reasonably good sensi.
tlvity. The situation with this type of aotivation is also rather more
complex than in the oase of thermal neutron activation. The neutrons
from the (d, T).reaotion are essentiallymonoenergetio 14 MeV neutrons.
Thus the (n, y).reactions become of minor importance and (n, 2n), (n, p)
and (n, CIt) r""otions are dominant, giving rise to more complex activi.
tics. Therllll'!ization is of course also po38ible, but not to the extent
where a "pure" thermal flux can be realized at a etill reasonably high
intensity. The (d, T)·reaction being isotropic, means a!so that a neutron.
generator cen be considered as a disk source (foil of titanium tritide on
copper or silver). Thus neutron gradients are extremely important
and not easy to control. Besides, high lIuxes are only available in the
immediate vicinity of the target. The number of neutron generators
in research institutes is already important now and can be expected
to develop rapidly, also In industry.

If the major advantage of all types of activation analysis is high
ael1eltlTlty, the ablOl108 of reallent blank problems is also highly
important. A number of other analytical techlllqu.. are IIldeed som"
times competitive with activation analysis for some elements as far as
sensitivity is concerned. Usually however they require some chemical
treatment before the analysis, whereas In activation analysis the
chemical treatment; if required, Is only after irradiation and often after
removal of surface contamination.

One further ~dvantage of neutron activation analysis Is in many
oases the selectivity or even speCificity of Its nature. Firstly it should
be remembered that the activation is a reaction of the nucleus, and
thus independent of the chemical state of the considered element.
Further, the relatively simple nature of the nuclear reaction allows
to establish with great certainty the isotope or isotopes which gave
ri.e to the m....ured species. Besides chemical criteri.., nuoloar on..
can further incroaBO the certainty of identification, as for Instance
half.life measurements, type of dieintegretion and energy meaaure-
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men',' the emitted radiation. Gamma.ray speetromotry apPears to
be a powerful tool in this respect. By applying gamma sointl11ation
spectrometry to aotlvation analysis, it becomes possible to analyze
simultaneously a number oC different elements. In oases for Instance
where the matrix is not aotlvated or only weakly aotivated or has a
short half.IICe, nondestructive analysis can be applied. With the use
of germanium lithium drifted deteotora, gamma speotrometry has
developed In a 8peotaoular way. These deteotorahave a resolving power
which is more than an order oC magnitude better than the NaI(T1)
sclnti11atora. ThUll chemioal separations can be limited to the removal
oC high intensity high energy gamma emittera and a simultaneous
determination oC a large number oC isotopes Is possible.
If the high resolving power oC Ge(Li) deteotora can oonsiderably

reduce the number oC chemical separations, the interpretation of the
spectra causes new problems. In the case oCNaI(TI) deteotora, suffioient
information can indeed be obtained In 200 to 400 channels, whereas
Cor their Ge(LI) counterpart 2000 to 4000 ohannels are obviously
required. Interpretation oC this large amount. oC numerical data thus
becomes hopelessly long and oan only be avoided with an adequate
computer Cacillty. If this Is available the most logical step is to auto·
mate the analysis as far as possible, i.e. by providing a program Cor
optimum earnple size and for optimum irradiation, dacay and
Dieasuring time. A program for qualitative and quantitative analysis
oC the spectra and computation oC the fi..'lal results from a standard
library Is oC course also possible. The task oC calculating the preoillion,
the detection limit ofundetected elements, etc. is obviously also greatly
shortened by adequate computer programs.

Precision and acouraey are evidently Caotora oC high importance In
activation analysis as in any other analytical method. ThIs problem
has apparently been somewhat neglected In activation analysis. This
is understandable to a certain extent as aotivation analysis is concerned
in the majority of oases with trace determinations where the knowledge
oC the order oC magnitude oC the impurity is often .uffioient. Lack oC
standards in trace analysis has also led to uncertainties as Car as aoou·
raey Is ooncerned, i.e. the absolute error in a determination. Standard
materials at the ppm and even at the ppb level are therefore highly
desirable and will mske Intercomparison oC the resulta more easy.
The preolsion, i.e. the reproduoibility oC an analysis, is often not clear
Crom a statistical treatment oCthe results. At the trace level, the diatr;.
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butlon oC many elements can bo highly Irregular, so that the standard
deviation on a number oC analyses gives a picture oC the homogeneity
oC the material rather than oC the precision oC the analysis itselC. The
above faotora have unfortunately led some analysta to believe that
aotivation analysis Is iuherently incapable oC yielding precise rpsults.
A careCul statistical treatment can however demonstrate that aotiva..
tion analysis can be as precise and even better than other analytical
methods, if proper attention Is paid to all the parametera determining
the final result. In a number oC cas"" activation analysis was used as
eventual arbiter Cor other Instrumental methods or Cor standardization
purposes oC more routinely applied techniques.

A 61!perllcial analysis oC the results is perhaps also caused by the
fact that activation analysis Is an apparently simple technique. The
procedure is often rightly summarized as Collows: irradiate a sample and
a standard under the llame conditions; count both under the earne
conditions; the ratio oC these rates will be equal to the ratio oC the
masses oC the element oC Interest. One sbould however keep in mind
that activation analysis is an Instrumental method. Consequently the
user should have received an adequate training In aualytical chemistry,
and should moreover have a sound knowledge oC nuclear chemistry,
oC the measuring devices and Instruments and oC the irradiation
sources. Apparently sin\ple determinations can thereCore be, in faot,
quite complex. If one takes activation in a thermal reaotor as an
example, one should remember among many other parametera that the
neutron energy varies from a thermal energy of 0.025 eV up to about .
20 MeV. Consequently activation not only occurs with thermal
neutrons, but also with epithermal and fast neutrons. Thus other
reactions can and do occur apart from the simple radiative neutron
capture. Besides the activation. can vary from place to place In the
reactor. The lIux gradiont may not be the earne in standard or earnple
or even over the entire earnple Itself. Unsuspeoted reactions may
inllucnce the results suoh as "bum up" oC the reaction product, pro
duction of the isotope oC Interest by second order reactions or radio
active growth oC a daughter isotope, eto. The measurementa can also
be complex and difficult: unreproduclble geometry, absorption oC
radiation, Instability oC the instrumentation, nonllnesrity In detector
response, eto. If chemistrY is used one should not forget that the
SziJIard-lJhalmers effect can have occurred, that isotopic exchange
between carrier and isotope Is not always eimple, ete. From thia short
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li.t of errors it C&Il be concluded that activation analy.i. is a complex
analytical technique and that experience i. required to obtain .ati.·
factory results.

The complexity of the technique and the high costs of the irradia.
tions and of the measuring equipment have apparently not prevented
activation analysis from developing rapidly. Since the Symposium on
Activation Analysis organized in 1959 by the International Atomie
Energy Ageney. the progress haa boJen spectacular.

From perhaps 10 specialists in this field and few publications per
year. the teehnique has now hundreds of users and the number of
publications reaches several hundreds per year, as appears from the
'International Conferences on Modem Trenda in Activation Analysis.
OIearly not only the quantity ot _oh has Iftoreaaed speotanularly
over the last decade but alao the quality and varicty of the new appli.
cations haa been striking. If in the beginning activation analysis was
mainly used in the fi.ld of trace d.termination in high purity materials,
applications are now widespread in the biological sciences, geochemistry,
criminology, .nvironm.ntal .ci.n.... .te.

Obviously activation analysis is not the answer to all analytical
probl.ms of trace analysi•• It haa to be judged on its own merit by
comparison with the rich arsenal of all analytical techrJques.

)
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL ASPECTS IN TRACE ANALYSIS

Trac. analy.is ia today no longer a very specialized activity, re
.trieted to particular probl.m., but constitutes an important part of the '
daily routine work ofmany analytical laboratories. Indeed, the qualities
of s.v.ral industrial materials, applied in the d.v.lopment of new
branchea in technology, are larg.ly dependent on the impurities
present in thes. products. An el.ment with a purity of 99.9999%,
means that 10" impurity atoms and 10" atoma of the main element
are present in 1 cm" of this material yielding an impurity atom
versus main element atom ratio of 10-1• In semiconductor applications
however som.times impurity to main .l.ment ratios of 10-11 or 10-11

are required. This implies that d.terminationsdown to or .ven below
the ppb level are required in a wida variety of metals, nonmetnls,
reagents, eto. (1). The choice of the method will depend on the equip.
ment present in the laboratory and on the training and personsl
preference of th. analyst.

I Methods Suitable for Trace Analysis

Apart from the sensitivity, the methods should fulfil a number of
additional requirements. During the analysis contamination must be
avoided or kept as low as possible in order to obtain a low blank
value. Analytical grade reagents contain impurities som.times well
above the ppm l.vel, which can be disastrous in trace analysis.
Tog.ther with the blank of the reage.l1ts, interfer.nce should be con·
sidered. Both constitute a signal to noise ratio problem. which can
CauBO serious restrictions on the sensitivity of the method.

Good reproducibility is an essential condition tor all analytical tech.
niques. In the fi.ld oftrac. analysis how.ver. a spread in the results
is not alws,ys due to the m.thod, but is often caused by the nonhomo
g.nsot,. distribution of the .l.ment of interest in the matrix material.

Th. acCUl'llcy of an analytical m.thod is compl.tely dependent on
the avll.l1abillty of standards. Wh.rees in high.r concentration regions
.tandards can b. obtained commercially, in trace analysis how.ver.
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